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Abstract
Today in both virtualized and non-virtualized systems the entire I/O functionality is based on device drivers. They are
central to any system structure; both anecdotal and informed evidence indicates device drivers as a major source of trouble
in the classical OS and a source of scaling and performance issues in virtual I/O, due to “trusted intermediary” required for
the shared I/O. We propose an architecture which virtualizes the entire I/O subsystem rather than each I/O device, and
provides device-independent I/O at higher level of abstraction than the traditional I/O interfaces. In our suggested
architecture the system robustness is increased by isolating drivers; efficient and scalable virtualization becomes possible by
a complete separation of the I/O and compute function and introducing a protection model that does not require a trusted
intermediary for I/O.

1. Introduction
Today in both virtualized and non-virtualized systems the
entire I/O functionality is based on device drivers. They are
central to any system structure; both anecdotal and
informed evidence indicates device drivers as a major
source of trouble in the classical OS and a source of scaling
and performance issues in virtual I/O.
In conventional I/O, the I/O functionality is achieved
through a combination of simple hardware with only two
basic operations supported by the processor/memory
complex - namely register transfer and DMA. The structure
used to be appealing as the platform hardware support for
the I/O was reduced to a minimum. Unfortunately, it
brought on very large amount of vendor-specific device
driver code, which can no longer be thoroughly tested for
each system.
Virtualization brings with it another challenge (and an
opportunity for paradigm change). The solutions proposed
until now are based on the conventional device driver architecture; they use either dedicated devices directly attached
to a specific OS or a “trusted intermediary” for the shared
I/O. This position paper suggests an alternative.
We propose an architecture which virtualizes and isolates
the entire I/O subsystem rather than each I/O device, and
provides device-independent I/O at higher level of abstraction than the traditional I/O interfaces. Similar types of
architecture have been used on very large machines, based
on substantial specialized hardware (the Channel of the

IBM mainframes [1] and I/O processors of the large Control
Data and Cray machines). However, those machines had a
monolithic structure and scaling them was expensive. In our
suggested architecture scaling becomes possible by a
complete separation of the I/O and compute function and
introducing a protection model that does not require a
trusted intermediary for I/O.

2. Existing I/O Virtualization Approaches
The traditional device driver model was extended to
support I/O virtualization in several different ways:
• Legacy device drivers are used in fully virtualized systems, based on device emulation [2]. The hypervisor
traps the device accesses (such as memory-mapped IO
operations) and converts them to operations on a real
device, which may be different from the emulated
device. This approach does not require changes to the
guest OS, at the cost of significant performance degradation due to frequent context switches between the
VM and the hypervisor.
• Para-virtualized (``virtual'') I/O drivers are hypervisoraware I/O drivers, installed in the guest OS [3, 4, 5]. A
paravirtualized driver communicates with the real
device driver running outside the guest; the level of
abstraction is raised from low-level bus operations
(such as MMIO) to device-level operations (such as
“send a packet”). The performance of paravirtual solu-

tions is significantly better compared to device emulation, but still far from native [6].
• Direct access (also known as pass-through access)
device drivers provide guest access to real hardware. A
device is dedicated to the guest, which interacts
directly with the device, without a software intermediary. This significantly improves performance compared
to device emulation or para-virtualized drivers. However, this approach in fact does not virtualize the I/O.
The vendor-specific device driver is executed within
the guest, which preserves the traditional driver-related
problems (such as high development cost and stability
issues). Direct access also poses challenges to many
aspects of virtualization, in particular it significantly
complicates live migration [7, 8, 21].
• Self-virtualizing devices [9, 10, 18, 20] allow direct
access interface to multiple VMs; logically, several
devices of the same type are packaged together. Since
the device driver within the quest OS interacts with the
hardware directly, a self-virtualizing device (as a
direct-access device) does not really virtualize the I/O.
In addition, even though the hardware allows I/O sharing, the supported number of the virtual devices (and
accordingly the number of VMs sharing the device) is
typically very low, since the self-virtualization support
has significant impact on hardware size per virtual
interface. Accordingly, this solution scales poorly,
while the device cost is significantly increased.

3. Scalable I/O Architecture
Our architecture virtualizes the entire I/O subsystem, and
separates I/O execution environment from the VM. The
architecture resembles para-virtualization approach [5], but
takes it several steps farther: it provides higher level of I/O
abstraction, conceals I/O interconnect type, and makes I/O
performance improvements possible.
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Figure 1. Scalable I/O Architecture

Device Controllers (DCs) implement the I/O services;
they control the I/O devices and isolate all device specific
code. DCs are logically distinct entities, implemented as

separate physical or virtual machines. They can reside on a
separate machine in case of a scale-out environment, on a
different processor in an SMP, on a separate partition, or
even as a separate CPU thread in case of a low cost system.
They also can be implemented in hardware, bundled with
the device, e.g., as device firmware.
A single DC can provide I/O services to multiple IO
consumers simultaneously. An I/O consumer is a “client” of
the I/O services provided by DC. DCs execute I/O requests,
oblivious to the nature of the requester (i.e., whether it is a
VM or a user application). In order to allow secure device
sharing, DCs protect the devices from unauthorized access.
Device protection is achieved by appending to every I/O
request a device capability/credential (issued by a separate
I/O management entity), which the DC then enforces. The
device credentials involve cryptographic hashes with keys
shared between the issuer and the enforcer, and cannot be
forged by the I/O consumers. The mechanism is similar to
the OSD security protocol [14].
Any user-space or kernel-space application that holds a
valid device credential can access the DC services. Such an
application is called an I/O consumer; it accesses the I/O
services using a thin interface layer (an I/O access library).
The API may be either legacy API (such as the BSD sockets
API in case of network access), or a new API that can take
full advantage of the protocol flexibility. Different APIs can
be provided for the same class (and for the same device)
without any modifications at the device side.
Since the security model does not require a trusted intermediary, I/O consumers can bypass kernel/hypervisor,
using techniques similar to existing user-space interface
techniques such as Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA [19])
or Infiniband [11].
The I/O consumers interact with DCs through a Host
Gateway (HG), which can be thought of as an enhanced
Infiniband Host Channel Adapter (HCA). The main function of the Host Gateway is to provide a generic protected
I/O mechanism to all I/O consumers on the host, i.e., protect
consumers from memory access by rogue DCs. An HG is an
elaborate DMA engine which provides DMA access to
regions of virtual memory of applications and/or VMs, as
described in Section 3.6. It is similar to DMA engines
included in many modern I/O adapters (such as Infiniband
adapters), although the memory protection mechanism is
different. The DMA operations are secured by address
protection code – a cryptographically enforced memory
credential, which is generated by the HG when an I/O
request is passed from a consumer to a DC, and then validated by the HG when the DC accesses the consumer
memory. The mechanism is called Protected DMA
(PDMA).
PDMA allows remote DMA over different types of interconnect; it allows also local DMA between partitions,
which is handled as remote DMA over a shared memory

interconnect. The interconnect network (whenever it is
present) is completely hidden from the I/O consumers.
Scalable I/O architecture suits ideally scale-out systems.
By splitting the function between compute and I/O nodes
we provide the OS a virtualized view of the I/O, allowing
great flexibility in tailoring the system characteristics to the
application: compute performance, I/O performance, and
energy efficiency tradeoff. For example in a cluster environment, an HPC system can be built by coupling high performance compute nodes with low cost nodes for the I/O,
while a high performance database server can be built by
using high performance nodes as intelligent disk device
controllers.

3.1 Scalable I/O Protocol
Interaction between the I/O consumers and the I/O device
controllers is achieved using the Scalable I/O protocol,
depicted below.
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Figure 2. Scalable I/O Protocol Stack

The protocol allows execution of remote I/O programs.
The protocol is asynchronous; it allows the consumer to
submit multiple I/O programs, to be executed in background. An I/O program consists of one or more I/O
commands, and includes general information such as target
device ID, unique program ID, and a device credential
(which grants appropriate device access rights).
The general structure of an I/O program is common to all
device classes, however each device class can “customize”
the commands, creating a well-defined class definition. For
example, we defined and prototyped a TCP class, which
allows efficient offloading of the TCP/IP stack to a DC.
The Protected DMA mechanism enables remoting of the
I/O program execution, i.e., shipping the I/O programs from
the host to a DC, followed by performing DMA operations
(access to consumer memory) requested by the DC. PDMA
does not depend on the device class; any class-specific
information is passed by the PDMA layer transparently.
PDMA is only concerned with I/O commands that access
the consumer memory. The PDMA layer appends memory

protection bits (memory credentials) to the I/O programs,
and validates these credentials during subsequent DMA
operations.
PDMA is transport-independent, and can be mapped over
a variety of interconnects. Our prototype implements
mappings over TCP, Infiniband [11], HiperSockets [12],
and a shared memory queues mechanism; in general any
cluster interconnect or partition-to-partition interconnect
can be used to carry PDMA. The PDMA mapping to any
interconnect provides the same reliability guarantees and
the same RDMA semantics, which makes it possible to hide
the nature of the interconnect from the higher levels.

3.2 Execution Flow of a Scalable I/O Program
A high-level description of an I/O program execution
flow is provided below.
The I/O consumer first obtains from the management
infrastructure the appropriate device credentials. This operation can be encapsulated within the I/O access library and
hidden from the application.
Next, the I/O consumer invokes (through the I/O access
library) a simple or compound I/O operation. The I/O
access library builds a class-specific I/O program and
submits it to the HG (for execution on an appropriate DC).
The HG can be built to support submission of I/O programs
through it directly from user space, without kernel or hypervisor involvement.
The HG generates memory credentials (which are valid
during the lifetime of the program), and appends them to the
program, forming a PDMA I/O request. The HG then
decides which interconnect interface to use, and passes the
PDMA request to the appropriate transport implementation
(mapped over the selected interconnect).
The DC receives the I/O program encapsulated within the
PDMA I/O request from the interconnect. The DC interprets the program, and invokes the appropriate class handler
to execute the I/O commands. The DC enforces the device
credentials provided with the program, and only allows
execution of an I/O operation if the credentials pass validation successfully. In addition to protection of I/O device
resources, the credential may be used also to protect DC
resources, for example to limit the amount of DC memory
used by the I/O programs executed on behalf of a particular
IO consumer.
Whenever the DC needs to access the consumer I/O
buffers, it invokes asynchronously PDMA memory access
operations at the HG, specifying the memory credentials
which were provided with the I/O program. The HG validates the memory credential before executing a PDMA
memory access request.
After the I/O program execution is done, the DC sends to
the consumer a status message. This message notifies the
consumer of program completion, and also notifies the HG

that the memory credentials associated with this program
are no longer valid.

3.3 High-Level I/O Interface
Many of the problems of the existing I/O virtualization
approaches are the result of the low level of I/O abstraction
in the commodity systems. A typical device normally
provides a low-level logical interface (such as “send a
network packet”), implemented by the vendor-specific
device driver using very-low-level hardware primitives
(bus-level memory-mapped I/O and DMA operations). The
existing virtualization techniques are based on either implementing the former (para-virtualization), or emulating the
latter (full virtualization), both with significant overhead.
In contrast with the existing virtualization techniques, we
choose to raise the abstraction level, and to “offload” higher
layers of the I/O stacks. For example, handling network
devices in Scalable I/O is conceptually different than
conventional virtualization. While the current virtualization
approaches create a Virtual NIC that provides layer 2
services, we provide network (layer 3) or transport (layer 4)
services instead.
The high-level interface significantly reduces interaction
between the VM and its virtualized I/O implementation, and
thus significantly reduces the overhead of I/O virtualization.
In addition, it allows a more efficient implementation of the
I/O stack in modern multicore CPUs, by isolation the I/O
subsystem in its own environment. The high-level interface
allows us to allocate dedicated resources for demanding
high-level I/O tasks and avoid the very high cost of blind
CPU sharing (cache pollution, privilege-level boundary
crossing and locking). I/O stacks that consume a substantial
amount of computation on conventional architectures (e.g.,
the TCP/IP stack or a file system) can perform much better
in a confined environment (e.g., an isolated core or thread),
than in shared environment [16].
Unlike with other types of offload, such as a TOE (TCP
offload engine), in our approach the I/O stacks are not
moved to an inferior platform (such as an embedded platform using a weak CPU and/or an accelerator with slow
access to the main memory). Also, multiple DCs can be
used, thus the isolated subsystem does not become a bottleneck.
We prototyped this concept for TCP/IP stack in two
different environments: using a dedicated CPU on an SMP,
and using a dedicated node in an Infiniband-connected
cluster. Significant performance improvement was achieved
in both cases. A detailed evaluation and performance analysis is under preparation.

3.4 Programmable I/O Interface
The Scalable I/O model allows execution of I/O programs
on the DCs. An IO program can be written using a limited

command set. For example, it can be a simple sequence of
basic I/O commands, similar to the compound operation in
NFSv4 [13]. It also can be a sequence of basic I/O operations and condition testing – similar to the channel
programs in mainframe Channel I/O [1] (this model was
implemented in our TCP class prototype). A more sophisticated I/O program model can allow sandboxed execution of
code snippets (written in a full fledged programing
language) at the DC – similar to remote data processing
mechanisms such as MapReduce [17]. Unlike the Channel
model, we do not require a trusted intermediary; unlike the
other remote data processing mechanisms, we include an
effective protection mechanism for devices, DC resources
and host memory.
Executing I/O programs rather than simple I/O requests
has several benefits. First, it provides significant performance improvement for any processing besides bulk data
transfers. Multiple control operations or control and data
operations can be combined, which reduces the interaction
overhead. Command combining also reduces latency, as it
eliminates the round-trip delay otherwise associated with
execution of a sequence of dependent operations. Complex
I/O programs can be used for analytical processing of data
(executed near the data), to offload significant amount of
work from the host, to decrease amount of data transferred
to or from the host, and ultimately to build more scalable
systems.
An additional advantage of programmable I/O is flexibility to support future requirements. Without programmability, it would be necessary to define comprehensive
command sets which would then need to be extended
frequently as new requirements evolve (as exemplified by
SCSI). Instead, we propose to use a limited command set
together with a means to combine the commands, to allow
far greater flexibility.

3.5 Making Remote Execution Efficient
A naive implementation of communication between the
I/O consumers and the I/O subsystem can be very inefficient. Our goal was not only to avoid the performance
impact, but moreover to improve performance. Even though
the architecture introduces a new layer (communication
channel between the I/O subsystem and I/O consumers), the
overall performance can be improved due to significant
reduction of direct and indirect costs imposed by the traditional I/O structure. In many scenarios, the savings due to
subsystem isolation can outweigh the cost of the (lightweight) communication, as was shown previously for TCP
stack isolation [15, 16].
The communication overhead is kept low by using direct
access from the consumer to HG. Additionally, the amount
of interaction with the I/O subsystem is relatively low due
to high-level command interface to I/O devices (as

described in Section 3.3), and due to programmable I/O (as
described in Section 3.4).
Given an efficient communication channel, subsystem
isolation allows significant decrease in several types of
performance costs:
• The overhead of OS/hypervisor boundary crossings is
significantly reduced by a direct access interface to the
I/O communication channel, as described above.
• The cost of sharing the CPU between I/O subsystem
(driver, kernel services and higher level functions such as
a protocol stack) and the rest of the system is eliminated,
as each DC uses its own resources. Using dedicated
CPUs prevents cache pollution. It also allows to reduce
the amount of context switches due to interrupts, since
the isolated device controller can work in polling mode
most of the time.
• The overhead of DMA access setup (registration of I/O
buffers or copying I/O data) is decreased by using Protected DMA mechanism with “dynamic pinning” which
allows on the fly memory registration, as explained in
Section 3.6.

3.6 Efficient and Protected Memory Access
The setup of DMA operations is a complex and expensive
operation on traditional systems, and even more so on virtualized systems. On many systems, the setup time can be high
enough to warrant a copy of consumer data to or from statically pre-registered memory areas used for I/O.
While CPU accesses to memory go through virtual memory
translation, a DMA operation usually accesses physical
memory directly1. In order to synchronize physical memory
accesses between CPUs and devices, consumers need to take
extra care when initiating and completing I/O operations. A
consumer must “pin” the portion of memory it is about to
access. Pinning locks a shared resource – physical memory –
for exclusive access by that consumer, for an unbounded
amount of time. Once the consumer is done using that portion
of physical memory, the consumer must “unpin” the memory
and release it back to the system.
Memory pinning wastes both CPU cycles and memory. It
wastes cycles, since it requires context-switching into privileged software (such as an OS or a hypervisor), and it wastes
memory since once a portion of physical memory is pinned it
is no longer available to the rest of the system. In addition to
being wasteful, it is also complex to use and places an additional burden on the developer. Device driver errors, such as
unpinning memory before DMA is completed, can have
devastating effect on the whole system.
DMA setup is even more complicated when the DMA
addresses undergo translation, either by an IOMMU that
1.Bus

addresses may be different from physical addresses on some architectures, however we ignore simple bus-to-physical address transformations
such as a constant offset when discussing untranslated DMA access to physical address space.

provides access into one or more I/O address spaces, or by an
adapter that allows DMA to consumer virtual addresses. A
separate translation table has to be maintained (either in the
host or in the adapter or IOMMU). In these cases, in addition
to pinning physical memory, it is also necessary to register the
memory at the DMA translation tables, and to keep both CPU
and I/O page tables in sync.
Our goal is to avoid the need for explicit memory pinning
and registration. We define a mechanism that allows DMA
access to consumer virtual addresses, using existing MMU
translation tables for virtual-to-physical translation during the
DMA operations.
Unlike Infiniband, PDMA does not require memory preregistration and using memory keys for protection. Unlike
Address Translation Services (ATS) as defined by the PCISIG IOV workgroup ([10]), PDMA does not perform translation based on device identity, and does not hand the translated
addresses to the devices. Instead, the PDMA request carries
secured information on the address space of the application or
VM which initiated the original I/O request. The DMA
address and the address space ID are protected using the
memory credentials mechanism; the credentials are generated
on the fly when the I/O consumer generates an I/O request,
which eliminates the need in pre-registration or maintaining
the DMA translation tables.
The mechanism does not require explicit pinning. A
“dynamic pinning” protocol ensures that a mapped page is
not unmapped while a DMA access is in progress, and most
of the complexity is moved to a rare unmap operation.
The dynamic pinning protocol introduces the concept of an
I/O page fault. HG raises an I/O page fault when an I/O
device tries to access a non-present memory page on behalf of
a consumer. Privileged software is responsible for handling
the page fault and restarting the I/O access by HG. The
PDMA protocol allows the HG to slow down the DC if too
many I/O page faults are handled concurrently (although this
is assumed to be rare). The I/O devices at the DC do not need
to be aware of the page faults at the host, as the PDMA
protocol takes care of this.

4. Summary and Conclusions
The proposed architecture inherently simplifies I/O virtualization and improves I/O efficiency, security and scaling in
virtualized and non-virtualized environments. The I/O access
libraries provide the OS and the applications with a generic
view of I/O, while the device specific details managed by the,
logically remote, Device Controller. As a result, the
networked nature of modern I/O is hidden from the OS and is
visible only to the interface elements (Host Gateways). Security is achieved by using a capability/credential mechanism to
access both memory and devices, with the I/O infrastructure
being responsible for enforcing credentials (some I/O components will protect memory while others will protect devices or

resources within devices). Since access to devices and
resources within devices is protected, there is no need any
more for virtualizing device adapters; device/resource access
is done in the same way from a user process, an OS, or a OS
hosted by a VM.
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